
iSeries Airfield Signs
COMPLIES WITH FAA AC 150/5340-18

The iSeries Airfield Signs are designed for use on airport runways 

to mark taxi routes and taxiways/runways intersections. The 

iSeries Airfield Signs are proven airfield marking solution for  

retro reflective, illuminated and daytime operations. The face 

retro- reflective signage provides superior visibility while 

providing maximum portability. Both the taxiway identification 

signs and the distance to go signs are packaged and transported 

in a heavy duty style carrying case for rapid deployment.

The sign face could be single or double, is constructed using 

a durable layer aluminum sign board which provides strength 

and rigidity while minimizing weight and size. Sign faces can be 

easily interchanged in any format to meet the specific needs of 

the user, whether informational signs, mandatory instruction 

signs or distance remaining markers. The marking signs require 

zero maintenance, no electricity costs or infrastructure and can 

be easily stored, transported and deployed at a moments notice.
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FEATURE
BENEFITS

SPECIFICATIONS

MECHANICAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

Sign Background Color Black on yellow / Yellow on black / White on red

Sign Face and Frame Aluminum, Stainless steel tether and hardware

Number of Slides Single or Double

Leg Support Foldable, Aluminum Formed, Blurs Removed, Anodized Clear

Weight Single 50 lbs. (23 kg.) approx. / Double 67 lbs. (30 kg.) approx.

Sizes
1
2
3

18” High Panel with 12 Legend  
24” High Panel with 15 Legend  
30” High Panel with 18 Legend

Length Double Size
1
4

4 Foot Long Panel  
6 Foot Long Panel

Weather Proof Ice, snow and rain

Humidity 0% to 100%

iSeries Airfield  
Signs 

INCREASE SAFETY
Efficient, highly reflective visibility 

for day and night operations on the 

runway, taxiway and apron areas.

DECREASE COSTS
Zero electricity costs, no 

infrastructure, no maintenance 

and long service life.

COMPLIANCE
Compliant to FAA AC 150/5340-18.

WEATHER PROTECTION
Delivers reliable operations, all 

hardware aluminum and stainless 

steel.

EASE OF INSTALLATION
Design allows for rapid 

deployment and transportation of 

DRMs, hold position signs, taxiway 

indicators and apron way finding 

signs. All signs are self supporting 

and secure easily into the ground.

OPERATION

Configuration Airfield Reflective Portable Signage        

Mounting Options Frangible-coupling mount, with floor flanges

Operation Profiles Portable or Temporary

WARRANTY

Warranty 1 year        
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